


 

  
Education

Savannah College of Art and Design

Skillls

B.F.A of Animation
Major : 2D Animation

Software
Tv Paint
Photoshop

Minor :Sequential Art

Short Films

Clip Studio Paint

Toon Boom Harmony

The Mandrake:

Maya

Foundation

Life Drawing
2D Animation

3D Animation
Digital Form

Break:

Awards & Recognition

Ghost:
2016-2020

SCAD Achievement Honor Scholarship

SCAD Academic Honors Scholarship

SCAD Student Incentive Scholarship
2018-2020

Young Arts Merit Winner

2016

Scholastics Art & Writing

2015

Visual Art

Honorable Mention for Charcoal
City of Doral Appreciation and
Achievement

2013

Doral Performing Arts and
Entertainment Academy

2013

Financial Achievement

High School AP Art Acceptance

Extra Curricular Activities
Anime Club

2018

Designed a layout to demostrate the overall atmosphere of the
film for few scenes. Emphasis onthe theme of the late evening
to be able to focus on the animation. Night time and snow
theme due to the north area where the film takes place.

Statistics
Foundations of Story

SCAD Dean’s List

2019-2020

Animated rough animation, final cleanup, added lighting
and shadows using TV paint. I was tasked with multiple
shots, as well as the rest of the team. We kept a digital
interaction to be able to establish communication in
order to apply support and positive criticism from each
other’s work. Maintaining deadlines was the key.

Toon Boom Storyboard

SCAD Scholarships

Fall 2016- Spring 2020

2018

Cleanup the rough animation and color shots using color
assigned in Toon Boom. I was given this task once I underststood how each characters was presented. The main focus was
the model in order to give the character full form. Once
cleanup was over it was on with color in the same program.

Minion:

2018

Rapture:

2017

I was tasked with cleanup. It was focused on the character’s
hand and body movement. There were many attempts were
at the hand cleanup animation that it was discussed futher
the director as to how to seperate one digit from the other. It
was done in Toon Boom.

Cleanup and color was done in Toon Boom. It was a very
good way of understanding the different expresions since the
colors are the ones distinguishing from the background. The
color helps give depths to the 2D animation.

Sticky Situation:

2017

I was given the opportunity to cleanup different shots that
changed from close up to long shots. The cleanupline work
for the character was well done since they were simplfied
with shapes. The colors used were different to one another,
from the cleanup. It established the way the characters blend
in with the rest of the background.

